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Paper Overview 
 
This paper is divided into six sections. Except for Sections 1 and VI, each section is further 

divided into subsections, including a general overview at the beginning. A rudimentary 

knowledge of the National Football League (NFL) is required to understand the concepts 

discussed in this paper, as well as the terminology used.  

 

Section I: ABSTRACT. I provide a synopsis of my question, research, and findings. P. 2 

Section II: INTRODUCTION. I introduce my topic and explain what my contribution will be 

to existing research. P. 3-8 

Section III: METHODOLOGY. I describe my data and research method. P. 9-22 

Section IV: RESULTS. I summarize the results of my research. P. 23-31 

Section V: CONCLUSIONS. I draw conclusions based on the results of my research. P. 32-38 

Section VI: BIBLIOGRAPHY. I cite the authors whose work I relied on to write my paper. P. 

39-40 
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 I.         Abstract 

In the NFL Draft, teams take turns (known as “picks”) selecting (or “drafting”) college 

football players with the intention of drafting players that will perform well in the NFL and thus 

cause them to win more games. Since the pool of available college football talent is limited, 

players who are projected to have greater NFL performance are selected with earlier picks, 

causing the value of a draft pick to decrease as its number increases. With my research, I seek to 

determine a.) the relationship between the value of a particular pick in the draft (DPV) and the 

performance of the player selected with that pick (PP) and b.) whether or not this relationship 

differs between quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. First, I devise appropriate measures for 

DPV and PP. Second, I regress the latter on the former using a log-log regression, including a 

dummy QB variable and an interaction term to determine if this relationship differs between 

quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. I also include a control for team quality. Third, I constrain 

the model to include only drafted players. I find PP to be relatively inelastic to changes in DPV 

for all players, but I do not find a different relationship for quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks, 

nor do I find team quality to impact PP.  
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II. Introduction 

i.) General Overview 

Each year, NFL teams attempt to draft the best players possible in order to maximize 

their regular season win totals and have a shot at winning the Super Bowl. The impact of draft 

pick value on player performance in the NFL has been extensively analyzed in the economic 

literature, primarily due to its implications regarding market efficiency. Does the market value of 

NFL draft picks accurately reflect the performance of players selected with those picks? Existing 

literature seems to say that it does not, but fails to distinguish between quarterbacks and 

non-quarterbacks. This is an important distinction because of how valuable quarterbacks are to 

NFL teams in relation to other positions. 

ii.) Topic Introduction 

 Every spring, the 32 teams of the National Football League (NFL) convene for several 

days to participate in the NFL Draft. This process allows teams to select (or “draft”) talented 

college football players to fill the holes on their roster through taking turns: each turn is known 

as a “pick”, and there are seven total rounds of picks with each team being assigned one pick per 

round (additional picks, known as compensatory picks, may be assigned to certain teams as well, 

causing there to be more than 224 picks in most drafts).  

It can be presumed that the short term goal of all 32 teams in a given season is to 

maximize the number of regular season games they win. This is because the long term goal of all 

32 teams each season is to win the Super Bowl, which a team can only accomplish if it qualifies 

for the postseason through winning a sufficiently high percentage of its regular season games. 

Thus, while a team’s drafted players will depend on what positions it needs to fill, teams 
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generally select players they believe will perform at a high level in the NFL. This causes players 

who have been highly rated by scouts and the media to be selected earlier than players who 

haven’t been as highly rated as they are predicted to generate more wins for the team that drafts 

them through a higher level of individual performance.  

In fact, the rationale behind the Draft’s order is to allow bad teams to improve by 

selecting better players than the good teams that draft after them. In each of the Draft’s seven 

rounds, teams select in inverse order of the previous year’s standings, with the number one pick 

of the round going to the team that owned the worst record in the league the previous season and 

the final pick of the round going to the team that won the previous season’s Super Bowl.  

Yet a team is not required to simply keep the picks it is assigned. Instead, draft picks can 

be traded for players, other draft picks, or a combination of both. Since higher (i.e. earlier) picks 

are valued more than lower (i.e. later) picks due to the expected performance of players taken 

earlier in the Draft being greater than the expected performance of those taken later, a team has 

two options when trading only draft picks with another team. It can either “trade up” by giving 

up a greater number of low picks for a smaller number of high picks, or “trade down” by giving 

up a smaller number of high picks for a greater number of low picks.  

iii.) Market Efficiency 

Much like the price of a stock, the concept of market efficiency dictates that the price of a 

draft pick (expressed as the draft picks that must be dealt to acquire the pick) should reflect all 

available information, making it impossible to “beat the system” by engaging in systematic 

behavior (Malkiel, 2003). This means that the expected performance of players taken with picks 

acquired by the team trading up should equal the expected performance of players taken with 
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picks acquired by the team trading down. If one side has a systematic advantage, then the market 

for draft picks is inefficient as it’s possible for a team to increase the expected performance of 

players taken with its draft picks through systematically trading either up or down. 

iv.) My Question 

In order to determine whether or not the market for NFL draft picks is efficient, I will 

calculate the elasticity of the relationship between draft pick value (DPV), a measure of how 

much teams value particular picks in the Draft, and player performance (PP), the individual 

performance of players drafted with those picks. The market for draft picks is efficient if PP is 

unitarily elastic to changes in DPV. If PP is relatively inelastic to changes in DPV, there is a 

systematic advantage to trading down: the market overvalues high draft picks, causing DPV to 

decline more rapidly than PP as the Draft progresses. Likewise, if PP is relatively elastic to 

changes in DPV, there is a systematic advantage to trading up: the market undervalues high draft 

picks, causing DPV to decline at a slower rate than PP as the Draft progresses. Based on the 

existing literature, I anticipate that PP will be relatively inelastic to changes in DPV, making the 

market for draft picks inefficient as there is a systematic advantage to trading down. 

I also seek to determine if this relationship differs between quarterbacks and 

non-quarterbacks. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the PP of quarterbacks is less elastic to 

changes in DPV than the PP of non-quarterbacks. For example, four time Super Bowl MVP Tom 

Brady is widely considered to be the greatest quarterback of all time and was drafted 199th 

overall by the New England Patriots. JaMarcus Russell, however, lasted a mere three seasons in 

the NFL after the Oakland Raiders drafted him first overall. Since a quarterback taken with the 

199th pick has enjoyed a much more successful career than one taken first overall despite the 
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DPV of the first pick likely being much greater than the DPV of the 199th, I suspect PP will be 

almost entirely inelastic to changes in DPV for quarterbacks.  

v.) Literature Review 

Similar economic studies have indirectly examined the relationship between PP and DPV 

by examining the relationship between factors used by teams to predict NFL performance and 

the actual performance of these players. (Since these factors influence which players get drafted 

first, they serve as a proxy for DPV.) Most measurements used to predict which college players 

will enjoy successful NFL careers have been found to be unreliable: a quarterback’s Wonderlic 

score (the Wonderlic is an intelligence test, similar to an IQ test), forty yard dash time, and 

height all have a statistically significant impact on his draft position, yet none have a statistically 

significant impact on his NFL performance (Berri and Simmons, 2009). Teams also rely on 

collegiate team success as a predictor of NFL individual success, causing players from highly 

ranked college teams to be drafted earlier than equally skilled players from unranked teams even 

though a player’s collegiate affiliation has no long term effect on his career success (Kitchens, 

2014).  

Despite the unreliability of their measurements, teams have been shown to overestimate 

their predictive abilities, causing DPV to decline much more rapidly during the draft than PP 

(Massey and Thaler, 2005). Overconfidence in one’s predictive abilities is a well documented 

phenomenon among human beings. For example, an overconfidence in predictive ability was a 

key contributor to the volatility of financial markets during the 2008 global economic collapse 

(Abbes, 2013). Human beings have also been shown to become more confident in their 

predictions with the accumulation of more information, even when this information adds little to 
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no value to their predictive models. In a classic psychological study from the 1960’s, individuals 

became more confident in their judgements regarding a hypothetical patient’s psychological state 

as the patient grew older, even though their judgement accuracy remained constant across the 

patient’s lifetime (Oskamp, 1965). Much like financial markets and psychological analysis, 

drafting college football players is a process that involves a significant amount of information 

collecting, so if NFL executives (who are human beings) have an overconfidence in their 

predictive abilities that is made worse with more information, one would expect high draft picks 

to be overvalued by the market for draft picks, causing it to be inefficient.  

vi.) My Contribution 

My research builds on a study by Massey and Thaler published in 2005 that directly 

examines the relationship between PP and DPV. Although it found both PP and DPV to decline 

from the draft’s beginning to its end, the decline in DPV is found to be much more rapid, 

indicating a market inefficiency that causes high draft picks to be overvalued. However, this 

study fails to distinguish between quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. This distinction is 

necessary because of how important quarterbacks are to NFL teams. Quarterbacks must be 

capable of running the offense by knowing every single play in the playbook (Tang 2015) and 

have the highest positional wins above replacement (WAR) by a wide margin, indicating that 

their individual performance is crucial in determining whether or not their team wins (Hughes, et 

al., 2015). Because quarterbacks are so important, they are often drafted much earlier than 

non-quarterbacks: in 14 of the 19 drafts between 1998 and 2016, a quarterback was selected first 

overall, and in five of these years (1998, 1999, 2012, 2015, and 2016) they were followed by 
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another quarterback at number two. But do teams overvalue drafting quarterbacks early, thus 

causing PP to be less elastic to changes in DPV for quarterbacks than non-quarterbacks? 
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III.) Methodology 

i.) General Overview 

Comparing the DPV of NFL players to their on-field performance first requires devising 

measurements for both variables. Once these measurements have been appropriately devised, I 

regress PP on DPV using a sample of both quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks to determine a.) 

what the general relationship between PP and DPV is for all players and b.) how this relationship 

differs between quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. To separate PP from team related factors, I 

also control for team quality, a variable that is positively correlated with team success and thus 

likely positively correlated with individual success, or PP. Furthermore, I constrain my model to 

include only drafted players: undrafted players should have a DPV of 0, which would prevent me 

from running a log-log regression and thus calculating how elastic PP is to changes in DPV. 

ii.) Measuring Draft Pick Value 

The value of a particular draft pick may vary considerably from year to year depending 

on the the presence of particularly desirable prospects. For example, former Stanford quarterback 

Andrew Luck was considered such a sure bet in the NFL that fans of a number of teams wanted 

their franchises to deliberately lose games during the 2011 season in order to earn the number 

one pick in the 2012 Draft and be able to select him, a phenomenon known as “Suck for Luck” 

(Politi, 2011). By contrast, not many fans were begging their teams to “Fail for (Eric) Fisher,” 

the offensive tackle selected first overall a year later. Thus, the value for a particular pick (e.g. 

the number ten pick of the 2010 NFL Draft) is difficult to determine. However, it’s considerably 

easier to determine the value for a particular pick number (e.g. the number ten pick of any given 
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NFL Draft) by using historical data to determine how teams have valued different picks 

throughout the years.  

DPV can be approximated by examining draft day trades involving only draft picks and 

assuming equal value on each side of the trade to estimate the relative value of any given pick 

number. For instance, if a team trades the 20th overall pick for the 33rd and 100th pick, it can be 

inferred that the 20th pick has as much value as the 33rd and 100th picks combined. This is done 

by Massey and Thaler, who assume a Weibull distribution in DPV from the draft’s beginning to 

its end. Such a distribution allows the DPV of each pick number (relative to the DPV of the first 

overall pick) to decline in either a decreasing, constant, or increasing manner, depending on the 

distribution’s parameters. According to this method, the relative DPV of any given pick number 

can be calculated with the following equation: 

P V  (P ickNum)D = e−λ(P ickNum−1)β
 

Where  and are the Weibull distribution parameters to be estimated using data onλ β  

draft pick trades. (Plugging 1 into the equation for pick number will yield a DPV of 1, regardless 

of the values of these parameters.) Massey and Thaler used 213 same year draft pick trades from 

1988 to 2004 as their data set, which fit the Weibull model incredibly well as R-squared was 

equal to 0.999. Their estimated values for  and  were .148 and .7 respectively, resulting inλ β  

the following equation for DPV: 

P V  (P ickNum)D = e−.148(P ickNum−1)0.7
 

The estimated DPV of any given pick number from 1 to 250 using this equation is shown 

in Figure 1. Massey and Thaler also incorporate trades involving future draft picks into their 

model to derive alternative estimates for  and , but I did not feel this was appropriate sinceλ β  
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teams trading for future draft picks are unaware of the exact pick number they will receive in 

future drafts. For example, a team trading picks in a given draft for another team’s first round 

pick in the following draft could receive anywhere from the first overall pick of the following 

year’s draft to the 32nd, depending on how well the team trading the future pick performs during 

the upcoming season. Thus, I ignored these alternative estimates and only used their  and λ β

estimates for same year draft pick trades.  

Figure 1 

 

iii.) Measuring Player Performance 

 To measure PP, I use data from Pro Football Focus (PFF). PFF is a firm that watches film 

of every preseason, regular season, and postseason game and assigns each player a grade of -2 to 

2 for each play. Players then receive a game grade (an accumulation of his grades for each play 

during a given game), which are further accumulated into season grades. These season grades, in 

turn, can be accumulated into team grades. Since all teams seek to win the greatest amount of 

games possible, examining the relationship between team grades and team winning percentage 
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will reveal whether or not individual grades are a good way of measuring PP: an increase in an 

individual player’s season grade will obviously increase his team’s grade, but will it increase his 

team’s winning percentage? The short answer is yes: using data from all thirty two teams over a 

ten year period from 2007-2016 (320 total observations), the relationship between team grade 

and team winning percentage in the regular season is displayed in Figure 2. R-squared is greater 

than 0.5, indicating a strong relationship between the two variables, which is justification for 

using individual grades as a measurement of PP. 

Figure 2 

 

Although PFF keeps track of postseason and preseason data, I only use regular season 

data for my analysis. Using postseason performance data would result in an uneven data set since 

only 12 of the league’s 32 teams participate in the postseason during any given year, while I did 

not feel the preseason would yield appropriate performance data since teams tend to rest their 

projected starters for the majority of preseason games due to fear of losing them to injury before 

the regular season begins. I also restrict my sample to players who played at least 25% of their 
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team’s snaps on their side of the ball (either offense or defense, depending on which position 

they play) as players who play under 25% of their team’s snaps on their side of the ball are 

unlikely to play enough for their performance to impact whether or not their team wins. 

 In addition to single season performance grades, PFF also produces data on snap count, 

which is simply the number of snaps a player played during a given year. Dividing a player’s 

season grade by his snap count will yield his points per snap, or PPS. I decided to use this as the 

basis for my performance measurement as existing studies have shown early round draft picks to 

receive significantly more snaps than late round draft picks (Berri and Simmons, 2009), so I 

wanted to negate the effect snap count may have on PP. My initial sample consisted of 10,063 

player grades and snap counts over a ten year period from 2007 to 2016 across thirteen different 

position groups, including quarterbacks, my main focus.  

iv.) Restricting My Sample 

 Before regressing PP on DPV, I needed to further restrict my sample by focusing only on 

players whose performance was roughly similar in distribution to quarterbacks. The reason I had 

to do this was simple: each position group had a different mean and standard deviation in grade, 

causing a particular grade to be vastly different depending on the position of the player. For 

example, halfbacks had an average grade of -0.31 with a standard deviation of 7.52, meaning a 

halfback with a grade of 7.21 would be one whole standard deviation above the average for his 

position. However, he would only be 0.06 standard deviations above the average for 

quarterbacks, who had an average grade of 6.13 with a standard deviation of 17.88. A halfback 

who was well above average would, therefore, be considered average if compared alongside 

quarterbacks, making performance grades an unreliable way to directly compare the performance 
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of quarterbacks to halfbacks. Thus, I wanted to restrict my sample only to position groups whose 

distribution in grade was similar to that of quarterbacks: these positions were found to be tight 

ends, offensive guards, centers, and edge rushers, bringing my sample down to 3,171. (See 

Section IV.ii for the specifics on how I decided on this restriction.) 387 of these players were 

quarterbacks, and the remaining 2,784 were one of the four aforementioned non-quarterback 

positions. 

v.) Controlling for Team Quality 

Individual players play their position to the best of their ability with the intention of 

contributing to team success, or wins. But this relationship likely works in both directions: being 

on a good team might also cause a player to perform better. Not only does having teammates 

who play their position well make it easier for a player to play his own position effectively, but 

teams can contribute to effective play from their players through coaching, motivation, game 

strategy, and play design.  

Even though a team’s coaching and ownership may change from year to year, some 

teams are consistently better than others at getting the most out of their players. For instance, the 

Cleveland Browns have languished in obscurity since rejoining the NFL as an expansion 

franchise in 1999, after the original franchise was relocated to Baltimore and renamed the 

Ravens. They’ve only qualified for the postseason once in that span, and have finished last in 

their division in 12 of the last 14 NFL seasons. Part of this is certainly because they lacked 

talented players, but it’s also likely true that the quality of team factors external to the level of 

on-field talent has been subpar throughout this period. Conversely, the New England Patriots 

have been the league’s gold standard for the last decade and a half, winning five Super Bowls 
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since 2002 and qualifying for the postseason in 13 of the last 14 NFL seasons. This success is 

partially due to the Patriots having a high level of on-field talent, but it’s also likely a byproduct 

of particularly competent ownership and a coaching staff that is great at maximizing what it gets 

out of its players.  

I expect team quality to be positively correlated with PP and negatively correlated with 

DPV. Good teams win more games and thus have lower draft picks, leading to a lower DPV. But 

good teams also generate a higher level of performance out of the players they draft, so team 

quality should be positively correlated with PP. Therefore, controlling for team quality should 

increase the effect DPV has on PP.  

vi.) Regression Setup 

Once my sample was appropriately restricted, I found data on draft pick number for each 

of the 3,171 players by using both Wikipedia and Pro-Football-Reference. While single seasons 

are used as individual data points, a player with multiple seasons in the sample has multiple data 

points with the same draft pick number and thus DPV, making a player’s DPV static. Once a 

player is drafted with a particular draft pick number, they are assigned the DPV of that pick 

number for each of their seasons in the sample. After a player’s draft pick number was found, 

DPV was easily calculated by applying the formula described in Section III.ii.  

 PP, meanwhile, was calculated by adding 0.08 to each player’s PPS. This adjustment 

allows every single PP to be positive (the lowest PPS found in the sample has a negative value 

with an absolute value lower than 0.08), enabling me to run a log-log regression. Since I am 

testing the efficiency of the market for NFL draft picks through measuring the elasticity of the 

relationship between PP and DPV, I decided that the market would be efficient if the coefficient 
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on lnDPV equaled 1 (i.e. was not statistically different from 1). Since I believed the market to be 

inefficient based on prior research, I expected the value of this coefficient to be less than 1, 

indicating an overvaluation of high draft picks. However, I expected it to be positive: if it’s 

negative, either a.) teams value late draft picks more than early ones or b.) players taken with late 

draft picks perform better than those taken with early ones, and neither scenario seems plausible 

without the other also being true (if both were true, the coefficient would still be positive).  

I am also interested in whether the relationship between DPV and PP differs between 

quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks, so I included a dummy variable for quarterbacks equal to 1 if 

a player was a quarterback and 0 if he wasn’t, along with an interaction term between the dummy 

variable and lnDPV. Since I expected PP to be less elastic to changes in DPV for quarterbacks, I 

expected the coefficients on both the dummy variable and the interaction term to be negative.  

Finally, controlling for team quality required me to take ten year averages of each 

franchise’s winning percentage and team grade over the ten year period from 2007-2016. The 

320 data points displayed in Figure 2 were grouped into 32 separate teams and averaged out, 

giving me 32 data points for team winning percentage and grade. (Each team now had a single 

data point, which was their ten year average for both variables, rather than data points for each 

season.) The relationship between team grade and team winning percentage over a ten year 

period is shown in Figure 3. Averaging out extreme data points reduced outliers, causing 

R-squared to increase to .636.  
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Figure 3 

 

Since I am defining team quality to mean “factors other than on-field talent that 

contribute to whether or not a team wins games,” I calculated team quality by taking the 

difference between a team’s actual ten year winning percentage and their predicted ten year 

winning percentage given their ten year average team grade, calculated using the formula for the 

trendline in Figure 3. Teams above the line had a positive team quality, while teams below the 

line had a negative team quality, with most teams having a team quality close to zero. Each 

team’s ten year winning percentage, average grade, predicted winning percentage, and team 

quality is shown in Table 1. (LA refers to the Los Angeles Rams, known as the St. Louis Rams 

for nine of the ten seasons in the sample, while SD refers to the team now known as the Los 

Angeles Chargers.)  
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Table 1 

 

The relationship between team quality and team winning percentage is shown in Figure 4. 

As expected, R-squared is equal to .365, meaning the R-squared values for the relationship 

between a.) team quality and team winning percentage and b.) team grade and team winning 

percentage add up to equal roughly one, so that all of the variation in team winning percentage is 

explained by variation in either team quality or team grade.  

Figure 4 

 

Since the reason NFL teams seek to win as many games as possible is so they can a.) 

qualify for the postseason, also known as the playoffs and b.) have a shot at winning the Super 
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Bowl, I also examined the relationship between team quality and whether or not a team makes 

the playoffs, as well as the relationship between team quality and whether or not a team wins the 

Super Bowl. I did this by creating two dummy variables for each season in my sample equal to 1 

if the team made the playoffs/ won the Super Bowl in that season and 0 if they didn’t. Once I 

took the ten year averages, I was left with percentages as my playoff and Super Bowl variables. 

A team with a playoff percentage of .5 made the playoffs in five of the sample’s ten seasons, for 

instance, while a team with a Super Bowl percentage of .2 won the Super Bowl in two of the 

sample’s ten seasons. Figure 5 shows the relationship between team quality and playoff 

percentage, while Figure 6 shows the relationship between team quality and Super Bowl 

percentage.  

Figure 5 
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Figure 6  

 

These relationships, while positive (the direction I anticipated), were not as strong as the 

relationships team grade had with both playoff and Super Bowl percentage, as shown in Figures 

7 and 8 respectively.  

Figure 7 
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Figure 8 

 

While higher R-squared values indicate that more variation in team winning, playoff, and 

Super Bowl percentage is explained by variation in talent (i.e. team grade), team quality also 

contributes to each and thus must be controlled for when measuring DPV’s impact on PP. I 

suspected there to be a positive relationship between team quality and PP, given the positive 

relationship between both a.) team quality and winning percentage and b.) team grade and 

winning percentage. Like DPV, team quality is static in my model: for each year a player played 

for a particular team, they were assigned that team’s value for team quality. Although I suspect 

that teams vary in quality from year to year, making the team qualities players were assigned 

inexact, I have a large enough sample size of players to expect the disturbances on either side of 

this variation (i.e. a team with a high quality having a particularly bad year the season a 

particular player played for them or a team with a low quality having a particularly good year the 

season a particular player played for them) to cancel each other out.  
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 Once I have measured PP and regressed it on DPV, the QB dummy, the interaction term, 

and my control for team quality, my resulting regression is as follows: 

nP P   lnDP V  QB  QB nDP V  T eamQualityl = β 0 + β 1 + β 2 + β 3 * l + β 4 + U  

Where the values are parameters to be estimated and U is a random disturbanceβ  

assumed to a.) be uncorrelated with lnDPV, QB, and TeamQuality and b.) have zero mean and 

constant variance. 

vi.) Constraining the Model 

 Additionally, I further constrained my model to include drafted players only (by 

constrain, I mean limit). When a player does not get drafted in a particular draft, his DPV can be 

thought of as zero, since DPV declines throughout the draft and ultimately approaches zero at the 

draft’s end. But because a DPV of zero would not enable me to run a log-log regression between 

PP and DPV, I had to artificially assign a draft pick number to each undrafted player, which was 

determined by adding one to the final pick of the NFL Draft the year they went undrafted. This 

produced a positive (albeit incredibly small) DPV for each undrafted player. Since DPV should 

be zero for undrafted players, I constrained my model by dropping them altogether. However, I 

do not ignore the unconstrained model: instead, I run separate regressions and report results for 

both the unconstrained and constrained models in Section IV. 
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IV.) Results 

i.) General Overview 

 First, I narrowed my focus to compare quarterbacks only to the four position groups most 

similar to them in grade distribution. These were found to be tight ends, offensive guards, 

centers, and edge rushers. On average, they had a higher PPS (and thus PP) than quarterbacks but 

a much lower DPV. Second, I created scatter plots measuring the impact of DPV on PPS for both 

quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks, both with and without constraining the model to include 

drafted players only. Constraining the model increased the value for R-squared on the 

non-quarterback scatter but not the quarterback scatter. Finally, I ran a log-log regression for 

each model with a dummy QB variable and interaction term, plus a control for team quality. In 

each model, the coefficient on lnDPV was statistically smaller than 1, indicating that PP is 

relatively inelastic to changes in DPV. The coefficients on the rest of the variables were not 

statistically significant in either model, but all coefficients had their expected sign.  

ii.) Narrowing My Focus 

Before regressing PP on DPV, I needed to determine which of the 10,063 observations of 

the total sample to use. Since performance grades vary widely among positions, I only wanted to 

consider players which played positions with a similar performance distribution to quarterbacks. 

The sample is broken down by position in Figure 9. 13 position groups were included: 

quarterbacks, wide receivers, tight ends, halfbacks, fullbacks, offensive tackles, offensive guards, 

centers, edge rushers, defensive interiors, linebackers, cornerbacks, and safeties. (Kickers and 

punters were excluded from the sample because snap count data was unavailable.) 
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Figure 9 

 

To determine which position groups I would compare alongside quarterbacks, I found the 

mean and standard deviation of grade, snap count, and PPS for each of the 13 position groups. 

The results are shown in Table 2. Since quarterbacks had the highest mean grade, I decided to 

consider only those positions whose mean grade was at least fifty percent of the mean grade of 

quarterbacks. This distinction applied to four non-quarterback positions, which are highlighted 

along with quarterbacks: tight ends, offensive guards, centers, and edge rushers. I initially 

planned to apply the same rule to the standard deviation of grade, along with the mean and 

standard deviation of both snap count and PPS. Thus, in order to be considered, a position group 

would need to have a mean and standard deviation of grade, snap count, and PPS equal to at least 
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fifty percent of the mean and standard deviation of grade, snap count, and PPS of quarterbacks. 

However, these four position groups all met each of the other five criteria, so further restriction 

was unnecessary. 

Table 2 

 

iii.) Comparing Quarterbacks to Non-Quarterbacks 

Once I had my four non-quarterback position groups chosen, I pooled them together as a 

single non-quarterback group. I then found the mean and standard deviation of grade, snap count, 

PPS, pick number, DPV, and team quality for each group, and created a dummy variable which 

equals 1 if the player was undrafted and 0 if they were drafted. (The average of this variable is 

the proportion of each group that was undrafted: this variable would prove useful once I 

constrained the model to include drafted players only.) Each group’s mean PP can be calculated 

by adding .08 to the group’s mean PPS, and the standard deviation of each group’s PP simply 

equals the standard deviation of the group’s PPS. The results are summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

 

The four most important numbers in Table 3 are the mean PPS of quarterbacks and 

non-quarterbacks and the mean DPV of quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. Mean PPS is slightly 

higher for non-quarterbacks, indicating non-quarterbacks have, on average, higher performance 

than quarterbacks. But mean DPV is significantly lower for non-quarterbacks. In fact, the 

average non-quarterback has less than a third of the DPV of the average quarterback, despite 

performing slightly better. This further led me to believe that PP is less elastic to changes in DPV 

for quarterbacks than non-quarterbacks. 

iv.) Constraining the Model 

My next step was to create scatter plots for both quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks to see 

if DPV has an obviously different effect on PPS (and thus PP) for the two groups. Figures 10 and 

11 are scatter plots comparing DPV and PPS for the two groups when the model is 

unconstrained, i.e. includes undrafted players. 
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Figure 10 

 

Figure 11 

 

DPV doesn’t seem to have a strong effect on PPS for either group, although there appears 

to be a slightly stronger relationship between DPV and PPS for non-quarterbacks as evidenced 
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by the larger value of R-squared. I then constrained the model to include drafted players only and 

created constrained scatter plots of the two groups, shown in Figures 12 and 13. 

Figure 12 

 

Figure 13 
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Although constraining the model increases R-squared for non-quarterbacks, it does not 

change R-squared for quarterbacks. I took this as more evidence that PP was less elastic to 

changes in DPV for quarterbacks than non-quarterbacks, particularly in the constrained model. 

v.) Running my Regression 

My final step was to run a log-log linear regression for each model (constrained and 

unconstrained). Table 4 shows the regression table for the unconstrained model, which yields the 

following equation: 

nP P − .456 .013lnDP V .028QB .002QB nDP V .074T eamQualityl = 2 + 0 − 0 − 0 * l + 0 + U  

Table 4 

 

I also created a constrained model, dropping players who went undrafted by NFL teams 

and thus had a DPV of zero. Table 5 shows the regression table for the constrained model, which 

follows the exact same linear regression as the unconstrained model, just with a smaller sample 

size. It yields the following equation: 

nP P − .439 .019lnDP V .039QB .003QB nDP V .058T eamQualityl = 2 + 0 − 0 − 0 * l + 0 + U  
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Table 5 

 

vi.) Interpretation of the Coefficients 

In the unconstrained model, a one percentage point increase in DPV increases a player’s 

expected PP by .013-.002QB percentage points, meaning expected PP increases by 0.013 

percentage points if the player is not a quarterback and 0.011 if he is. Being a quarterback, 

meanwhile, decreases a player’s expected PP by 0.028+0.002lnDPV percentage points. 

Increasing team quality by 0.1 (about the difference between the worst team and an average 

team) will increase expected PP by 0.743.  

In the constrained model, a one percentage point increase in DPV increases a player’s 

expected PP by 0.019-0.003QB percentage points, meaning expected PP increases by 0.019 

percentage points if the player is not a quarterback and 0.016 if he is. Being a quarterback, 

meanwhile, decreases a player’s expected PP by 0.039+0.003lnDPV percentage points. 

Increasing team quality by 0.1 (about the difference between the worst team and an average 

team) will increase expected PP by 0.584. 
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All coefficients have their expected sign. In both models, the coefficients on lnDPV and 

TeamQuality are positive, while the coefficients on QB and QB*lnDPV are negative. However, 

of the eight coefficients total (  in the unconstrained model and  in the  β 1 − β 4   β 1 − β 4  

constrained model), only two are statistically significant at the 5% level (P value equal to or less 

than 0.05). These are the coefficients on lnDPV in both the constrained and unconstrained 

model. At the 10% level (P value equal to or less than 0.10), the coefficient on QB in the 

constrained model is also statistically significant. 

Since is statistically different from zero in both models, I can conclude that it is also β 1  

statistically different from (and smaller than) 1 in both models. The reason I am able to do this is 

because the estimated values for are much closer to zero than they are to one, meaning that if β 1

is statistically different from zero it must also be statistically different from 1. β 1   
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V.) Conclusions 

i.) General Overview 

My findings are consistent with previous research on the relationship between DPV and 

PP in the NFL. PP is relatively inelastic to changes in DPV, indicating a market inefficiency 

allowing teams to increase the expected PP of the players they select by continuing to trade down 

in the draft. There is insufficient evidence, however, to conclude that this relationship differs 

between quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks, or that team quality impacts PP. These findings 

have implications both inside and outside the NFL. My research is limited, however, by the lack 

of a cost control, the lack of other potentially relevant controls, and the potential unreliability of 

my measurements for DPV, PP, and team quality. Because I suspect the performance of 

quarterbacks to be less elastic to changes in DPV, performing my regression with more controls 

and better measurements for DPV and PP might allow me to conclude this by making the QB 

coefficients statistically significant. I could also devise a better measurement for team quality, 

making this coefficient statistically significant as well. Alternatively, if it’s true that team and 

individual performance are not strongly related, I could extend my research by studying this 

relationship in greater detail. 

ii.) Key Findings 

Since the coefficient on lnDPV is statistically less than 1 in both of my models, I 

conclude that PP is relatively inelastic to changes in DPV. This indicates that the market for NFL 

draft picks is inefficient: high draft picks are overvalued, and there is a systematic advantage to 

teams trading down in draft pick trades. There is insufficient evidence to suggest that this 

relationship differs between quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. While  is statistically β 2  
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significant at the ten percent level in the constrained model, it is not statistically significant at the 

five percent level, nor is it statistically significant at either the five or ten percent level in the 

unconstrained model. There is also insufficient evidence to suggest that team quality impacts PP. 

The magnitude of  is economically significant in both models: a 0.1 increase in team quality β 4  

causes expected PP to increase by 0.743 in the unconstrained model and 0.584 in the constrained 

model, which are both much greater than the difference between the highest and lowest PP in the 

sample (roughly 0.168). However, the coefficient itself is not statistically significant in either 

model at either the five or ten percent level.  

iii.) Implications Within the NFL 

First, PP being relatively inelastic to changes in DPV confirms the findings of previous 

research on the relationship between PP and DPV. Late draft picks have significantly less value 

in the market than early draft picks despite the expected performance of players taken with those 

picks being only slightly lower, which means that the team “trading down” should be expected to 

gain more PP with the picks it acquires than the team “trading up.” Since draft pick trades are 

assumed to have equal value on each side, a team that trades down deals a few highly valued 

picks for a greater number of picks that are less valued. But since the PP of the later picks is only 

slightly lower than the PP of the earlier ones, the team trading down gains more PP through 

acquiring more draft picks. This has its limitation, of course, in that teams must trim their roster 

to 53 players before the regular season begins, but if a team is well below that limit it can, 

theoretically, increase the expected PP of its draft picks simply by continuing to move down in 

the draft.  
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Second, the lack of statistical significance on most of the QB related coefficients suggests 

that perhaps the PP of quarterbacks is no less elastic to changes in DPV than the PP of 

non-quarterbacks, contrary to anecdotal evidence which points to a less elastic relationship for 

quarterbacks. This may be due to the fact that quarterbacks receive more media attention than 

non-quarterbacks do, causing cases of late drafted quarterbacks succeeding (such as Tom Brady) 

and early drafted quarterbacks failing to succeed (such as JaMarcus Russell) to be more well 

known than analogous cases involving non-quarterbacks.  

Third, the lack of statistical significance of the team quality coefficient in each model 

suggests that perhaps the quality of the team a player is on does not impact PP. This implies that 

teams may be ineffective at increasing the PP they get from their players through effective 

coaching. It also suggests that perhaps team and individual performance aren’t as highly 

correlated as I had previously thought, since team quality has an impact on the former but 

apparently not the latter. Evidence to suggest that this may indeed be the case is found by 

studying the pick value chart, or PVC, a chart designed by NFL head coach Jimmy Johnson in 

the 1990’s to help NFL executives create fair draft pick trades. An alternative method of 

measuring DPV, the PVC simply assigns each pick number a value ranging from 3,000 to 2. 

Using this method produces a moderately strong positive correlation between a team’s DPV in a 

particular Draft (the summation of the values of all its draft picks) and its change in winning 

percentage from the year prior to the Draft to the year after (Bonds, et al., 2015). But despite its 

continued use in draft day trades, the PVC has been found to be an inaccurate predictor of 

individual success (Barney, et al., 2013), indicating a weaker than expected relationship between 

team and individual performance. 
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iv.) Implications Outside the NFL 

In addition to confirming the findings of the economic literature on the relationship 

between PP and DPV, my research also confirmed the findings of the psychological literature on 

human overconfidence. Because teams overvalue early draft picks, they believe their predictive 

abilities are greater than they actually are, since they overvalue the opportunity to have more 

players available to choose from. It’s easy to see how this could create inefficiencies outside the 

NFL. Suppose a firm is considering hiring two different workers for the same position, worker A 

and worker B. If the firm believes there is a sufficiently high chance that worker A will be more 

valuable to the company than worker B, it will offer worker A a much greater salary. However, if 

the firm is overconfident in its predictive abilities, it might have severely overestimated this 

probability, meaning that salary it should offer worker A is much lower than the salary it actually 

offers worker A. 

The idea that team and individual performance are not strongly related also has 

implications outside the NFL. Much like NFL teams draft players with the intention of 

increasing their performance, firms hire workers with the intention of increasing their profits. 

But if worker productivity and profits are also weakly related, then perhaps firms are not 

effectively maximizing their profits through their hiring behavior. It might also be the case that 

firms are unable to impact worker productivity through effective motivation, much like teams 

appear to be unable to impact PP through effective coaching. There are obviously differences 

between firms in most industries and NFL teams, but each is attempting to generate group 

success through generating individual success, a strategy that is flawed if the two are not strongly 

related to each other.  
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iv.) Possible Limitations 

The biggest limitation of my research was my lack of a cost variable. NFL players are 

paid a yearly salary, and this salary contributes to the team’s salary cap: each year, each NFL 

team receives an equal amount of revenue through the league’s revenue sharing program to 

spend on player salaries. Thus, controlling for player salary would enable me to draw 

conclusions about the cost effectiveness of particular draft picks: a player taken later in the draft 

may perform slightly worse but be paid a lot less in salary, thus making a late draft pick more 

cost effective than an early draft pick. Since salary declines throughout the draft, almost without 

exception, it is likely positively correlated with DPV. I also expect it to be positively correlated 

with PP, indicating that better players are being paid more on average. Thus, including a salary 

variable in my regression would decrease the impact that DPV has on PP. If early round draft 

picks are already overvalued (as my research indicates) then including a cost variable would 

make them even more overvalued due to the fact that these players must be paid a higher salary, 

perhaps even to the point of making the coefficient on lnDPV negative.  

Additionally, I could have included controls for a player’s age and the quality of the team 

that drafted him, as opposed to the team he played for in a given season. PP might increase as a 

player ages initially and gets more NFL experience but decrease once he reaches a certain age 

and begins losing his speed and athletic ability, making the overall effect of age on PP 

ambiguous. The team quality variable I included only applied to the team the player was on 

during the sampled season, but a player could have been drafted by a team with a much different 

team quality than the one he played for. Since high quality teams likely do a much better job of 

developing their draft picks than low quality ones, I would expect this variable to be positively 
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correlated with PP and negatively correlated with DPV (high quality teams win a lot of games 

and thus have lower draft picks), causing it to increase the impact DPV has on PP if I include it 

in my regression. However, since the control for team quality I did include did not have a 

statistically significant impact on PP, it could be the case that another type of team quality would 

also not have a statistically significant impact on PP.  

Additionally, the measurements I used for DPV and PP may have been inaccurate 

themselves. I mentioned in Section III.ii that the exact value of a particular pick in the Draft 

varies depending on the quality of players available. Instead of simply ignoring this variance, I 

could have included a measure for the quality of players available and included it in my DPV 

measurement. The DPV formula I use is also based on old data: team behavior might have 

changed significantly in recent years, causing the values of  and  to change as well. As forλ β  

PP, team quality’s lack of an impact on PP indicates that perhaps individual performance data 

from PFF is not the best way to measure it. Rather than concluding that team and individual 

performance are unrelated, I could have used an individual performance measurement more 

closely related to team performance, which would have helped me determine the extent to which 

teams are succeeding at maximizing their performance through the draft. I could also improve 

my measure for team quality by measuring it each season rather than basing it on ten year 

averages for each team. Finally, standardizing performance grades within each of the 13 position 

groups would have allowed me to measure my entire initial player sample rather than just five 

position groups by resulting in a uniform distribution in grade among all positions. I could have 

also done this by including a dummy position variable for all positions, not just quarterbacks. 

v.) Future Research Opportunities 
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Despite my findings, I still suspect that there may be a different relationship between PP 

and DPV for quarterbacks and non-quarterbacks. Because all the quarterback coefficients are 

negative and the coefficient on in the constrained model is statistically significant at the ten β 2  

percent level, I have some evidence to suggest that PP is less elastic to changes in DPV for 

quarterbacks than non-quarterbacks. There just isn’t enough evidence to conclude that it’s less 

elastic. Running the same regression with the controls and/ or improvements mentioned in 

Section V.iv might enable me to conclude that it’s less elastic by making the QB coefficients 

statistically significant. The same is true for team quality: I suspect that there may indeed be a 

relationship between team quality and PP, so running a regression with an improved measure for 

team quality might make the coefficient on statistically significant. β 4   

On the other hand, my findings on the relationship between team quality and PP might 

indeed be accurate: it could be the case that a team’s quality has little to no impact on the 

performance of its players. More research can be done on the specific factors that contribute to 

team quality, rather than simply lumping them all together into a single measurement. Studying 

the precise relationship between team and individual performance, meanwhile, could yield 

valuable implications regarding the methods currently used by teams to increase their 

performance through increasing the performance of their players. Are they effective at increasing 

team performance? If so, which ones are the most effective? Such questions can also be applied 

to scenarios outside the NFL. Examining the relationship between group success and individual 

success may allow one to determine whether or not the idea of increasing the former through 

promoting the latter has any merit, and if so, which methods are the most effective at 

accomplishing this goal. 
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